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MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
In the thirty plus years that I was travelling to and involved
with the credit rating of Newfoundland and Labrador, I
was always impressed by the culture of Newfoundlanders
and Labradorians, their resourcefulness, their endurance in
continuously overcoming adversity, their great generosity, their
sincerity, and their wonderful sense of humour.
I particularly liked Newfoundland and Labrador folk music
with its wonderful melodies and amazing stories. Several
years ago, I had the idea of building a company which could
create a musical, one which could tell some of the true stories
of Newfoundland. We united 18 classic Newfoundland and
Labrador songs, some well-known, and some which will soon
become much better known, and joined them together to tell
one incredible story.
We wanted to cover all aspects of the province’s culture and
story, so we chose songs written by some of the province’s
finest songwriters, songs that are deeply emotional, songs
that speak of the beauty of the Newfoundland and Labrador
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landscape, songs that come from the deep well of the
people’s humour, and finally, songs that speak movingly of the
many hardships faced by the people of the province.
No Change in the Weather takes place in and around
the discussions about the current financial hardships of
Newfoundland and Labrador – with an impossible debt load,
a structural deficit of over $1 billion annually, a declining
economy, a population 15% older than the Canadian average,
outmigration of over 3,000 people a year, high unemployment,
limited tax capacity, and now the Muskrat Falls fiasco – the
province is in the midst of an existential crisis. Looming over
it all is the debacle of Churchill Falls which has haunted three
generations of Newfoundlanders and Labradorians.
But as the characters in the show reveal, there is always hope,
and sometimes you even get a chance to rewrite history, and
bring a change in the weather at last.

Walter Schroeder, Executive Producer

MESSAGES FROM THE WRITERS
From the early days of long intense chats with Bob Hallett and Walter Schroeder, sessions which veered between unturned
stones of politics to the origins of Newfoundland songs, to the fast-track process of workshops, rewrites, rehearsals and a
national tour, to more rewrites, workshops, and a giant detour due to the pandemic, this has been a wild experience. I got
to work with all the cool musicians, and soak in the brilliance of such theatre creators as Ruth Lawrence, Donna Fletcher, and
Pamela Halstead, as well as scores of brilliant and thoughtful actors. Steve Cochrane has long been one of my favourite writers
in all forms, and when I heard he was taking on the adaptation I was thrilled. It’s the ultimate collaboration, I will take credit for
his brilliance and if anything falls flat, I’ll just say that was his bit. Not that it will! But seriously, I’m grateful to Terra Bruce for the
last several years of adventure, for the excellent pay checks, and to once more see my words travel the country and beyond! I’m
cheering on this new team and ensemble and I daresay there’s another play to be made about the making of this one, or a book,
so maybe I’ll get on that now the once. Much love to all.

Bernardine Stapleton, Playwright

When I was first asked to adapt Berni Stapleton’s musical No
Change in The Weather, all I could think was: This must be a
FARCE! Berni has long been a mentor, colleague, and friend
and her talent has always humbled me. Adapting her work
would be no trifling matter, and I was honoured to do so.
When I found out the subject of the musical was the Churchill
Falls deal, all I could think to myself was: This MUST be a
farce!
My grandfather, John J. Cochrane, was deputy minister of
public works and services under Smallwood. I remember being
a kid and sneaking into his office on Milbank Street and staring
at the brass medallion in the blue velvet box with an etching
of Churchill Falls carved into it. I remember marvelling at it,
but not fully understanding its significance. It seemed like a
treasure to me. I know now it was only proof of a treasure we
no longer possess.

And during every one of those conversations, a clear argument
for what we should have, could have and would have done
had we been in power, eventually comes out. In fact, all the
b’ys at my poker game have figured out how to fix every last
one of Newfoundland and Labrador’s woes a million times
over. If they weren’t all so old, ill-tempered, unlikeable, and
decrepit, they might even act on it too. (I’ll pay for that one.)
All this is to say, we love to argue in Newfoundland and
Labrador. We love to rib and kid and torture (and sometimes
maim) in the most loving of ways. It’s the pint full of sugar
that helps the years of bad medicine go down. So, it is my
sincere hope you enjoy this latest incarnation of those spirited
arguments, bitter grievances and hopefully-real, long-lasting
solutions to the greatest political blunder in a provincial history
completely, and mercilessly riddled with them.

Steve Cochrane, Adapter
There has never been a moment in my life when Churchill
Falls, Brinco, or Joey Smallwood hasn’t come up at some
point, should the conversation go on long enough.
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
No Change in the Weather is, among other things, an
ensemble piece of theatre. It features everyone rather than
just one. All the characters are completely inter-related and
completely necessary for the journey. They make the play
complete. This piece could not exist without this specific cast
of characters. Each one is essential.
This production could not exist without this ensemble
company. Most of them, along with myself, have been working
together for the past year across various projects as the
resident company for Terra Bruce. This concentrated time
with a group of theatre artists is a rare privilege and it’s a real
gift. Getting to imagine and create with the same group of
artists over an extended period is not the norm. Some summer
stock may, sometimes, create the kind of ensemble I mean
- although these festivals usually operate in repertory, which
creates community but does not always create ensemble.
Theatre school does. But that’s a long time ago for most of us.

Our process was built around this ensemble. The actors were
advocates for their characters as they were being created.
Collaboration is my guiding principle in the rehearsal hall.
We work together to make the play better every day. As our
ensemble grew so did the story of the play. More ideas, more
questions, and more rehearsal. As our personal relationships
grew our creative process deepened.
We are still in process. Performance is just another step.
Theatre happens between us and in person and, as such, there
is an exciting variable every time we share a play. You. The
audience. For a couple of hours, our ensemble includes you.
Thank you for joining us. I hope you feel welcomed into our
ensemble and within the world of the play. It’s so good to be
inside a theatre.

Brad Hodder, Director

MESSAGE FROM THE MUSICAL DIRECTORS
I remember as a child, every weekend at the cabin in
Brigus Junction my Uncle Donnie would put on the Irish
Newfoundland Show. We weren’t too keen as kids, and he’d
chuckle and say, “Kelly-Ann, we’re listening to CULTURE now
this morning!” It wasn’t until I was much older that I learned to
appreciate the beauty, authenticity and often hilarious storytelling, as well as the gorgeous and haunting melodies that
make up the Newfoundland Songbook. Culture indeed. Tales
of our land and people. The travesties and the challenges
Newfoundlanders have faced but also the resilience, pride,
hope and humour with which we forge ahead. I have been
deeply moved and inspired helping create the musical
landscape of this offering. - Kelly-Ann
I, too, remember being forcefully exposed to Newfoundland
culture as a child, and being largely unmoved. Coming from
a very musical family, I had this impression that just, like,
everyone had an accordion on hand at all times. It wasn’t ‘til
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much later that I discovered the value of all those Sundays
down to Nan’s and the passion for my own culture that was
slowly and secretly building inside me. - Josh
There is some sort of magic in a Newfoundland wake. The
bittersweet congregation of loved ones sharing in their grief
and tears over triangle shaped sandwiches. Somewhere in
that cathartic collision of emotions fuelled by drinks and songs
and old memories is where our story resides, and we have the
great privilege of sharing its soundtrack with you. The songs,
new and old, represent classic Newfoundlandia. Our goal was
to capture their true intentions and present them honestly,
from sombre reflection to tongue in cheek wit to the raucous
energy of a Newfoundland dance. There are songs for havin’
a scuff or a chuckle or a bawl, and anything in between. We’re
having a time tonight in God’s Back Pocket.

Kelly-Ann Evans & Josh Ward

No Change in the Weather was originally staged
in 2019 at the Resource Centre for the Arts in
St. John’s, NL and toured to 8 cities across the
country with the following company:
Director: Ruth Lawrence*
Musical Director: Paul Kinsman
Set Design: Mark White
Costume Design: Melanie Ozon
Lighting Design: Leigh Ann Vardy
Sound Design: Brian Kenny
Sound Engineer: Kaitlyn McKinnon
Movement Director: Lynn Panting
Projection Design: Pat Dempsey
Stage Manager: Jaimie Tait
CAST:
Bill: Mark Whelan*
James: Paul Rowe*
Faith: Kelly-Ann Evans*
Banashee: Vicki Harnett
Richard: Calvin Powell*
Mary Margaret: Olivia Heaney
Ruth: Brooke C. Adams
Amanda: Marquita Walsh
Thomas: Keelan Purchase
Understudies: Alex Abbott, Robyn Huxter

No Change in the Weather
Development Workshops 2020
Director: Donna Fletcher*
Musical Director: Jesse Grandmont
Dramaturgy: Pamela Halstead
Lighting Design: Leigh Ann Vardy
Set Design: Brian Perchaluk
Costumes: Keith Roberts
Stage Manager: Jaimie Tait
Bill: Mark Whelan*
James: Jason Gray*
Faith: Kelly-Ann Evans*
Sally: Vicki Harnett
Liza: Melanie O’Brien
Peggy: Deirdre Gillard-Rowlings*
Johnny: Steve Maloney
Richard: Philip Goodridge
Banashee: Nathalie Nadon*
Egg Salad Ladies: Cara Adams*, Julia Dunne
*The participation of these Artists are arranged by permission of Canadian Actors’ Equity
Association under the provisions of the Dance·Opera·Theatre Policy (DOT).
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a terrabruce production

ORIGINAL CONCEPT AND MUSIC CURATION BY:

Walter Schroeder
Written by: Bernardine Stapleton
Adaptation by: Steve Cochrane
Musical Arrangements by: Jesse Grandmont
Additional Arrangements by: Bob Hallett & Paul Kinsman
Directed by: Brad Hodder
Musical Direction by: Kelly-Ann Evans & Josh Ward
Choreographed by: Victoria Wells-Smith

FEATURING

Liam Eric Dawson, Julia Dunne, Kelly-Ann Evans, Philip Goodridge, Vicki Harnett, Seana-Lee Wood, Duff MacDonald,
Erin Mackey, Steve Maloney, Melanie O’Brien, Steve Ross, Renée Strasfeld

MUSICIANS

Alex Abbott, Chuck Bucket, Grant King, Kat McLevey, Kelly Russell, Tamsyn Russell, Josh Ward

CREATIVE & PRODUCTION

Set Design: Gillian Gallow, Lighting Design: Leigh Ann Vardy, Sound Design: Pat Dempsey,
Costume Design: Sara Hodder, Dramaturgy: Courtney Brown, Stage Management: Jaimie Tait,
Production Management: Brendan Agnew
Assistant Set Design and Build: Jeff Baggs, Associate Set Design: Joshua Quinlan, Scenic Painter: Sara Dorey,
Assistant Lighting Design: Frank Donato, Assistant Stage Management: Jordan Vincer, Sound Engineer: Mark Feener,
Props: Vanessa Cardoso-Whelan, Original Script Dramaturgy: Pam Halstead, Dialect Coaching: David Ferry & Melanie Paiement
Executive Producer: Walter Schroeder
Creative Producer: Bob Hallett
Managing Producer: Ann Connors
Artistic Associate: Courtney Brown
Company Manager: Nefren Feizo-Gas
Technical Director: Pat Dempsey
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CAST
Peggy O’Brien
Bill O’Brien
James “Sonny Boy” O’Brien
Sally Brown
Jade
Liza
Johnny
Richard O’Byrne
Vi
Constable Banashee
Azzy
Danny

Kelly-Ann Evans*
Steve Ross*
Duff MacDonald*
Vicki Harnett
Seana-Lee Wood*
Melanie O’Brien
Steve Maloney
Philip Goodridge
Julia Dunne
Renée Strasfeld*
Erin Mackey
Liam Eric Dawson

MUSIC

Don Fudge, Wayne Chaulk, Ron Hynes/Murray McLauchlan, Alan Doyle, Allister MacGillivray, Ellis Coles,
Bud Davidge, Don Fudge/Wayne Parsons, Charlie Payne, Wince Coles, Angus Stewart, Robert Benoit,
John Prince/Rex Roberts

COMPANY

Finance: Bettina Yau, Building Maintenance: Julia Donahue, Music Supervisor: Wayne Warren
Legal: Tara Parker, Covid Safety Officer: Reg Hoskins, Craft Services: Andrea Monro,
CFO: Michael McConnell, Technology Head: Bart Wyka, Logo: Mira Howards

LAND CLAIMS STATEMENT
We respectfully acknowledge the land on which we gather as the ancestral homelands of the Beothuk [bee-oth-uck],
whose culture has been lost forever and can never be recovered. We also acknowledge the island of Ktaqmkuk
[uk-dah-hum-gook] (Newfoundland) as the unceded, traditional territory of the Beothuk and the Mi’kmaq [mee-gum-maq].
And we acknowledge Labrador as the traditional and ancestral homelands of the Innu [in-new] of Nitassinan [ne-tass-eh-nen],
the Inuit [in-new-eet] of Nunatsiavut [nu-nat-see-ah-vut], and the Inuit of NunatuKavut [nu-nah-tuhk-ah- vut]. We recognize all
First Peoples who were here before us, those who live with us now, and the seven generations to come. As First Peoples
have done since time immemorial, we strive to be responsible stewards of the land and to respect the cultures, ceremonies,
and traditions of all who call it home. As we open our hearts and minds to the past, we commit ourselves to working in
a spirit of truth and reconciliation to make a better future for all.
Running time is approximately 150 minutes including one intermission.

Playing in St. John’s: November 12-14 and Toronto: November 19-27, 2021
*The participation of these Artists are arranged by permission of Canadian Actors’ Equity Association under the provisions of the Dance·Opera·Theatre Policy (DOT).
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MUSICAL NUMBERS
ACT I
I’se the B’y
Traditional
Feller From Fortune
Traditional
Will Your Anchor Hold
Traditional
Riverview Road
Don Fudge
Rubber Boots
Traditional
Saltwater Joys
Wayne Chaulk
No Change in Me
Ron Hynes/Murray McLauchlan

Heavy Nets
Alan Doyle

That’s the Way She Goes
Charlie Payne

When Father Papered
the Parlour
Don Fudge

By the Glow of the
Kerosene Light
Wince Coles

Sea People
Allister MacGillivray

Only One Mother
Angus Stewart

ACT II

Sonny’s Dream
Ron Hynes

Aunt Martha’s Sheep
Ellis Coles

No Change Reprise
Ron Hynes/Murray McLauchlan

Rose in Her Hair
Bud Davidge

Black Duck Brook Jig
Robert Benoit

Not Ours to Keep
Don Fudge/Wayne Parsons

Newfoundland Blessing
John Prince/Rex Roberts

THE CAST
Kelly-Ann Evans Peggy O’Brien
Kelly-Ann Evans is an awardwinning performer, producer,
director and music educator.
Based in St. John’s Newfoundland,
she is owner/operator of Rock
City Studio where she teaches
voice, piano, and facilitates
performance workshops. She is also the owner/director of Red
Dress Entertainment, which produces and tours Pop/Rock and
Soul reviews. With a BMUS from Memorial University, KellyAnn also studied Musical Theatre Performance at Sheridan
College and is a multiple MusicNL Award Winner (Pop/Rock
Artist of the Year & Female Artist of the Year) and ECMA
nominee. Select theatre credits include the original Canadian
company of Queen’s musical We Will Rock You (Mirvish),
Cabaret and The Trojan Women (Stratford Shakespeare
Festival), Into the Woods and Phantom of the Opera (Opera
on the Avalon), Next to Normal (Best Kind Productions),
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The Little Mermaid and Grease (TSJ), Evita, Rock of Ages,
Chicago and Jesus Christ Superstar (TaDa! Events). She is a
regular featured Pop/Rock soloist with the Newfoundland
Symphony Orchestra and can be seen up in flames on
vocals and keys with Newfoundland’s premier circus
band SMOKESHOW. Kelly-Ann works as a resident artist and
Music Director with Terra Bruce Productions. Love to the TBP
family and of course, Mom.

Steve Ross - Bill O’Brien
Totally at home on the stage, Steve
has performed for 18 seasons with
the Stratford Festival in Finally
There’s Sun, Music Man, Rocky
Horror, Guys and Dolls, The Lion,
the Witch…, Shakespeare in Love,
Hamlet, The Alchemist, Man of La
Mancha, Crazy for You, Tommy,
Grapes of Wrath, The Misanthrope, Kiss Me, Kate, Cyrano de
Bergerac, To Kill a Mockingbird, The Odyssey, Midsummer

Night’s Dream, Coriolanus. Elsewhere: goldfish (Here for
Now); Every Brilliant Thing, The Foursome, For the Pleasure
of Seeing Her Again (New Stages); Fleeto, Oh, the Humanity,
4th Graders (Tiny Room); London Road (Dora Award); Indian
Ink, Into the Woods, Dream (Canadian Stage); Assassins (Dora
Award) (TIFT); Frog and Toad (MTYP); Orson’s Shadow (Pilot
Group); A New Brain (Musical Stage Company); Shrek,
A Christmas Story (Grand); The Producers (Mirvish
/ Neptune); Seussical, Sylvia (Aquarius); The Three
Musketeers (Chicago Shakespeare); Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof (Citadel); Three Sisters (ATF).

Duff MacDonald - James
“Sonny Boy” O’Brien
Duff’s selected theatre credits
include “Officer Lockstock”
in Urinetown (Toronto Musical
Concerts), Christmas Express
(UCP), Kamp (Neptune/EFT
Halifax),“Eamon” in Once
(RMTC/The Grand Theatre),
Rock Legends (Drayton/Chemainus), Twist & Shout (Drayton/
Chemainus), A Christmas Story – The Musical (Arts Club),
Drowsy Chaperone (Globe, Regina), Guys and Dolls (Drayton),
My Fair Lady (Drayton), Dirty Rotten Scoundrels (USA Tour),
The Foursome, Les Miserables (1st Canadian Cast/1st
National Tour) (Mirvish). Duff’s film and TV credits include
Locke and Key (Netflix), Carter (CTV), Good Witch (Hallmark),
Titans (Netflix), Incorporated (Syfy), The Music Man (Disney).
His new Indie Folk album NAKED can be streamed and
purchased on iTunes and Spotify.

Vicki Harnett - Sally Brown
A passionate and proud
supporter of the development of
new musical theatre works, No
Change in the Weather marks
Vicki’s eighth involvement in the
creation of an original musical.
Most recently featured in the
Terra Bruce Productions web
series, These Are My Mountains, Vicki has been part of many
theatrical productions including Fun Home (Alison, Best Kind
Productions), Fear of Flight (Artistic Fraud of Newfoundland),
and Underwraps (Artistic Fraud of Newfoundland). She

extends many thanks to the production team, family, friends,
and fellow Terra Bruce resident artists and cast mates, with
whom she is grateful to be able to share and continue No
Change in the Weather’s journey to God’s Back Pocket.

Seana-Lee Wood - Jade
Seana-Lee Wood is a musician/
singer/actor/podcaster who has
warbled across North America in
the big musicals – with Mirvish
Productions, tuxedoed as Marlene
in Piaf/Dietrich, accordion-ing
in Broadway’s Once, inhabiting
a habit in The Sound of Music,
corseted in Hal Prince’s Show Boat and chasing ghosts in
Andrew Lloyd Weber’s Phantom of the Opera. Triumphantly
scratched off the bucket list are roles including Marge in the
hit show Suds, Dolly in Hello Dolly, Rachel Lynde in Anne
of Green Gables, Odessa in Talking Sex on Sunday and
Marmee in Little Women (DuMez/Hodgkinson). Between
theatre contracts, she anchors a tip jar on cruise ships from
French Polynesia to the Mediterranean with her lounge-y
piano playing and original comedy show One Piano, Two
Canadians. Television audiences remember her infamous
performance in Super Dave’s All Stars. Her original radio
show Good Morning Cottage Country toured Canada with
Smile Theatre, and 21 Reasons to Come Home to Walsh, a
comedy about small town Canada and nuclear waste came to
life at Stratford’s Springworks and Gros Morne Festival.

Melanie O’Brien - Liza
Melanie O’Brien is a performer
from St. John’s, Newfoundland.
She is a Sheridan College
Honours Graduate and
scholarship recipient. Melanie
has worked with many theatre
companies at home and in
Ontario such as Canada’s
Wonderland, TaDa! Events, The Spirit of Newfoundland and
more. Melanie released her debut album of original music
in 2016 titled Shining in the Blue and was subsequently
nominated for several MusicNL’s awards, taking home Music
Educator of the year. In 2019, Melanie released more music
and toured across Newfoundland and Atlantic Canada.
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THE CAST
She is also part of a pop duo, The Duds with Philip Goodridge
and in 2020 they released their debut album, These Words
I Can’t Forget. Melanie is currently working as a resident
artist with Terra Bruce Productions. She played Emma in
Terra Bruce’s recent web series, These Are My Mountains
and is delighted for the opportunity to bring Liza to life in
No Change in the Weather. Thank you to everyone at Terra
Bruce for this amazing opportunity and cheers to a fabulous
production team, cast, and crew!

Steve Maloney - Johnny
Steve Maloney is an actor and
musician hailing from St. John’s,
Newfoundland. Known for his
velvet-tinged baritone and
expansive range, Maloney’s
contemporary croon has taken
him across Canada and beyond,
touring his own original material
or supporting other songwriters and theatre; primarily as a
drummer, guitarist, and vocalist. Winner of multiple MusicNL
awards, the Borealis Music Prize, and with nominations from
the ECMA, and ArtsNL, Maloney also served as songwriter
in residence with the Dawson City Music Festival (2017).
As an actor, Maloney has been featured as Roger Davis in
Rent! (TaDa! Events), Étienne Brûlé in Brûlé (St. John’s Short
Plays Festival), and with supporting roles on Hudson & Rex
(CityTV) and SurrealEstate (SyFy). Maloney also toured with the
production Between Breaths (Artistic Fraud of Newfoundland)
across Canada, with residencies in Halifax, London, Toronto,
and at the National Arts Centre in Ottawa. He can be seen
in Terra Bruce’s web series These Are My Mountains as a
multitude of call-in show guests. Maloney has studied at
Memorial University of Newfoundland, and Humber College in
Ontario. He lives in St. John’s, where he can be found making
music, tending his garden, and riding his bike around the
edges of town.
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Philip Goodridge Richard O’Byrne
Philip is a York University Graduate
(performance/playwriting) and
has been actively working as a
performer in Newfoundland and
Labrador for over 25 years. He has
performed in local and touring
productions with Artistic Fraud of
Newfoundland, TaDa! Events, Atlantic Light Theatre, Theatre
St. John’s, Resource Centre for the Arts, Rising Tide Theatre,
Best Kind Productions and more. He has written several plays
and musicals including commissions from Rising Tide Theatre
and Shakespeare by the Sea as well as collaborations with
Resource Centre for the Arts. His play Eli And The Death
Curse is currently in development and he is head writer and a
performer in the popular annual stage series Three Tales Of
Terror: Old Time Radio Drama, now in its fifth year, with Ladies
Who Lunch Productions. Philip is one half of the MusicNL
nominated pop duo The Duds with Melanie O’Brien. Their
debut album These Words I Can’t Forget was released in 2020.
Philip is a resident artist with Terra Bruce Productions and can
also be seen in their web series These Are My Mountains.

Julia Dunne - Vi
Julia Dunne is a singer, actor,
dancer and choreographer from
St. John’s, Newfoundland. She’s a
graduate of Sheridan College with
an Honours Bachelor’s Degree
in Music Theatre Performance.
She is a resident artist with Terra
Bruce Productions and a Company
Dancer with Red Hot Productions. She continues her dance
training in styles such as hip-hop, jazz funk, burlesque and
contemporary. Julia has had the opportunity to play a few
of her dream roles, including Belle in Beauty and the Beast
(Rennie’s River Foundation), Mary Poppins in Mary Poppins
(RuBarb Productions) and Sophie in MAMMA MIA (Theatre
St. John’s). Select credits include – Trap Door, Kiss Me Kate,
If/Then and Footloose (Theatre Sheridan), Our Divas Do
Christmas and Our Divas Do Disney (TaDa! Events), The BIG
20th Anniversary Show (Spirit of Newfoundland). Julia has
been a part of several workshops for new Canadian musicals,
including Starlight Tours (Leslie Arden), Chelsea Sunrise
(Murray Foster) and GROW (Matt Murray). She recently made

her film debut as Kayla in These Are My Mountains (Terra
Bruce Productions). Julia is so grateful and excited to perform
for you! Enjoy the show!

Renée Strasfeld Constable Banashee
Renée is excited to be a part of
the No Change in the Weather
cast. Her recent theatre includes
the Fringe and Best of Fringe,
sketch hit Carpe Into my
DM’s which she co-wrote and
starred in shortly after graduating
from the Second City Conservatory. She is currently working on
some sketch songs and hopes to find a stage to share them on
soon. For the better part of a decade, Renée toured all across
North America performing for children, with Max and Ruby,
Dora The Explorer, as well as the English and French tours
of Toopy and Binoo. Since 2019 Renée has been the Voice
of Lysol Canada. She has also done campaigns for Atlassian,
Little Cesars, Little Giant Tiger, Sport Check and Ford. Thank
you to Michael Rubinstein, Jude Foster, my family, and of
course, Mark.

Erin Mackey - Azzy
Erin Mackey is a performer, and
creator hailing from North River,
Newfoundland who has recently
graduated from the National
Theatre School of Canada. Her
work spans from contemporary
to Canadian to Shakespearean
and beyond. Erin has a strong
ability for classical text having spent six seasons working
at Perchance Theatre, Newfoundland’s only professional
classical theatre company. It is here that she has portrayed
a plethora of roles such as Nina in The Seagull, Helena in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Clarice in The Servant of Two
Masters, and Juliet in Romeo and Juliet, and has worked with
some of Canada’s most renowned directors such as Perry
Schneiderman, Thomas Moscopolous, Danielle Irvine, and
Jeannette Lambermont-Morey. In addition to classical work,
Erin has a strong love for musical theatre, having performed in
productions such as Next to Normal, Jesus Christ Superstar,
Billy Elliot, The Sound of Music, and Nunsense in addition
to several others. During her time at NTS, Erin had the

opportunity to play the title character in Jessica Swale’s Nell
Gwynn and has had the pleasure of working with artists such
as Alisa Palmer, Jackie Maxwell, David Latham, Ian Watson,
Krista Jackson, Fiona Byrne, Graeme Sommerville, Deb Hay,
and Mike Payette to name a few. “Much love to my family, and
the team at ETM!”

Liam Eric Dawson - Danny
Liam Eric Dawson is a proud
award-winning Newfoundland
film/stage actor, singer, dancer,
director, and impresario. In his
career, Dawson has appeared on
stages and screens both nationally
and internationally. For film/tv/
web: SurrealEstate (SYFY), Hudson
& Rex (CityTV), Life Rewards the
Curious (NL Tourism), Frontier (Netflix & Discovery Channel),
and Hold Fast (RockIsland Prod). Theatre: Liam Eric has
created 5 of his own cabarets of various themes (2019-present),
director/actor Salt-Water Moon (Baccalieu Players), Pericles,
Prince of Tyre (SBTSF), 27 Hands To Greenland (Baccalieu
Players), Sleeping Beautiful (Ballet Jörgen), Annie (Gussied
Up Productions), 3 seasons at New World Theatre Project
(Perchance Theatre), and The Nutcracker (Vanda Maunder
Dance Studio). Currently, Liam Eric is a 4th year at Sheridan
College Studying Music Theatre and is writing his first play
A Tangled Tale: Stories and Snapshots of Newfoundlanders/
Queer Situations/Love. Besides working behind and in front
of the scenes, Liam is very passionate about giving back to
others and communities near or far. From volunteering/raising
money for various organizations and a long-time member of
the RCL, he wants to bring more awareness to Dyslexia and
Neurodiversity.
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THE BAND
Josh Ward - Acoustic Guitar,
Bouzouki
Josh Ward is a Performer. As
part of a musical family, he was
exposed from a young age and,
feeling that he was probably not
much good at anything else,
eventually decided to pursue
performance as a career. The
early years found him playing electric bass in several terrible
rock bands, and occasionally jamming traditional music with
his family. He later went on to study double bass at Memorial
University of Newfoundland, and joined as many ensembles as
possible, including the Newfoundland Symphony Orchestra.
During this time he implemented a policy of never ever
turning down a gig, and was fortunate to get tons of playing
opportunities on stage and in studios, churches, barns, etc.
He eventually settled into a life in a van with the band Hey
Rosetta! and spent ten years continuing to not ever turn down
a gig. Be it jazz, funk, soul, country, bluegrass, traditional,
heavy metal, prog, electro, world, or rock. Whatever.
Nowadays you can still find him on stage in studios, churches,
barns, etc., still not ever turning down a gig and still with a
smile on his face.

Chuck Bucket - Percussion
Sultan Dharamshi, AKA
Chuck Bucket, is a Drummer/
Percussionist, Teacher, Performer,
and Music Director with over 20
years’ experience, dedicated to
providing quality. He has been
employed for studio session work
and live touring performances
across Canada, Europe, and the USA with many acts including
Ria Mae (Sony Music recording artist), DRUM! (musical theatre
production nominated for a Juno), Ouroboros, Paul Reddick
(Juno Award winner), Garrett Mason (Juno Award winner),
Steve Marriner (Monkey Junk), Jim Henman (April Wine), The
Junkbeats, Bill Durst (Thundermug), Keith Hallett, Blue Rodeo,
and Dolly Parton.
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Kelly Russell - Fiddle,
Strings, Tin Whistle
A professional musician since
1975, Kelly has been a member
of landmark groups Figgy Duff,
The Wonderful Grand Band,
The Plankerdown Band, Bristol’s
Hope, Kelly Russell & The Planks,
and The Irish Descendants, plus
stints with Shanneyganock, The Punters, Sean McCann and
many others. He worked closely for many years with legendary
fiddlers Rufus Guinchard and Emile Benoit, learning, recording
and documenting their unique music. A prominent musical
ambassador, Kelly has performed in England, Ireland, France,
Sweden, Denmark, Hong Kong, Japan, Australia, Spain, Czech
Republic, Morocco, USA and Canada. His record label, Pigeon
Inlet Productions (est. 1979), has released over 30 albums
on LP, Cassette and CD. He has taught fiddle to countless
students, and published music books, most notably the
recent 2020 revised edition of Kelly Russell’s Collection – The
Fiddle Music of Newfoundland and Labrador with companion
website. Kelly’s accolades include the NL Arts Council Award
for Music, two Tourism Industry Certificates of Recognition,
the prestigious Marius Barbeau Award for contribution to
Canadian Folklore, the City of St. John’s Legend Award,
designated the Province’s first Tradition Bearer, awarded The
Queens Diamond Jubilee Medal, The Order of Canada (2015)
and an Honourary Doctorate from Memorial University of
Newfoundland (2021).

Tamsyn Russell - Button
Accordion
Tamsyn Russell plays button
accordion and also enjoys
singing and playing guitar. She
has performed extensively with
the family group Russells in the
Corner, most notably in A Time in
Pigeon Inlet, a dinner theatre show
which ran for five summers in Bay Roberts, Newfoundland
and Labrador, as well as the family’s Dance Up events. Other
credits include her special guest performance at A Feast of
Cohen in 2017, and many years performing in Young Folk at
the Hall and on the Neil Murray Stage of the Newfoundland
and Labrador Folk Festival. Tamsyn is a regular performer

each year at The Beaches Accordion Festival in Eastport and
is invited annually as an opening act youth performer at the
Lunchtime Concert Series at Harbourside Park in St. John’s.
She also enjoys accompanying her father in his Tunes and
Tales show in downtown St. John’s. Tamsyn is currently a
student at Memorial University of Newfoundland, pursuing
her keen interest in Political Science and Communications.

Alex Abbott - Piano
Alex Abbott is an Actor, Singer,
Dancer, Multi-Instrumentalist,
and Vocal Coach from St.
John’s who is honoured to be
working with the amazing cast
and crew of No Change in the
Weather. He studied Voice at
Memorial University, Music
Theatre Performance at Sheridan College, and has worked
professionally throughout eastern Canada. Past performance
credits include Madonna in We Will Rock You (TaDa! Events),
Bamatabois in Les Miserables (Atlantic Light), Bert Healey in
Annie (PMP), Apostle in Jesus Christ Superstar (TaDa! Events),
Lt. Meyers in No Man’s Land (Rising Tide), and Ensemble/
Lion Understudy in The Wizard of Oz (LOT). He has also been
featured as Music Director on productions of Into The Woods,
The Nobleman’s Wedding, and The Naming of Port Rexton
(Canadian Premiere). Alex made his professional debut as a
Composer/Arranger in The Last Two Fries (Buddies in Bad
Times). Other career highlights include singing at Carnegie
Hall with the Quintessential Vocal Ensemble and performing
with the Newfoundland Symphony Orchestra for Hayden’s
Seven Last Words of Christ. Alex would like to thank the
creative team of No Change in the Weather for allowing him
to take part in the creation of this incredible musical, and the
cast and crew for their passion and dedication.

she has since toured with artists such as Donovan Woods, Tim
Baker, and Taylor Ashton as well as played in the pit for the
10th anniversary show of David Hein and Irene Sankoff’s “My
Mother’s Lesbian Jewish Wiccan Wedding.”

Grant King - Electric &
Acoustic Guitar
Grant King holds a Bachelor’s
Degree from Berklee College of
music and a Master’s Degree from
Longy School of Music. He has
been working as a professional
musician in St. John’s for the past
fifteen years. Grant has produced
albums for the Pathological Lovers, Other People, Big Space,
and several others. He has scored several films including
the feature Beatdown, and several short films including
Decoloured, and Countdown. Grant won best score at the
Atlantic Film Festival and the Nickel Film Festival for his score
of Jordan Canning’s film Not Over Easy. He has composed
and produced songs for Disney TV and scored several
television series including Hors Circuit (both seasons) and
Land and Sea episodes. He is currently the sound engineer,
composer and producer for all things sound and music at M5
Marketing and Communications. Grant is also active in the
local music scene as a bandleader and guitarist in the local
jazz groups Big Space, and Fellows as well as keyboard player
in The Monday Nights, and Pathological Lovers. He has also
performed in many musical theatre productions including
Jesus Christ Superstar, Rent, We Will Rock You, and with the
NSO.

Kat McLevey - Bass
Kat McLevey is a session player,
arranger, and singer/songwriter
from St. John’s, NL. In 2015, on the
heels of the release of her first solo
album, McLevey moved to Boston,
MA where she spent the next four
years earning a Bachelor of Music
from Berklee College of Music.
Following her graduation, McLevey moved to Toronto where
13
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Berni Stapleton Original Script
Bernardine Stapleton is a
Newfoundland and Labrador
writer and performer of unique
distinction. She has two new
books just released. “Love, Life,”
the frolic of a Newfoundlander
in Italy, is now available through
www.breakwaterbooks.com. Her first young adult novel “Girly
Muckle and the Queer Hands” is available through
www.problematicpress.com. Bernardine is the recipient of the
2018 Arts and Letters Best Dramatic Script Award for her
one-woman play “Dolly.” She is one of the featured
performers in the acclaimed Artistic Fraud production of
Between Breaths. She was writer-in-residence with Memorial
University in 2019. Bernardine is the co-creator (along with
Nicole Smith) of the Kitchen Party Theatre Festival, based in
Grand Falls-Windsor. She has been a Playwright-in-Residence
with the Stratford Shakespeare Festival, Playwrights’ Workshop
Montreal, Alberta Theatre Projects, CanStage, PARC, and
other national companies. Her plays are regularly produced
nationally and internationally. They include Offensive to Some,
Brazil Square, and Our Frances. Berni was the originating
Director and Dramaturge for, and helped devise, transVersing
with For the Love of Learning, and Artistic Fraud.

Steve Cochrane Adaptation
Steve Cochrane is an awardwinning actor/writer/director
from Mount Pearl, Newfoundland
and Labrador. Steve has written
for several television shows
including The Hardy Boys, which
he co-created for HULU, Ransom
(CBS), Lost Girl (Shaw), Taxi: Brooklyn (NBC), Endgame
(Shaw/HULU), Republic of Doyle (CBC), Hatching Matching
& Dispatching (CBC), Somewhere Between (ABC), Still
Standing (CBC), and The Imperfects (Netflix). Steve is currently
developing many projects including a television adaptation
of Miriam Toews’ acclaimed novel A Complicated Kindness
and a one-hour drama about civic politics for CTV. In 2009,
Steve was series director and co-creator of the critically
acclaimed comedy Three Chords from The Truth (CMT/
MOVIE CENTRAL). Three Chords was nominated for two
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Gemini awards including Best Comedy or Variety Program or
Series and won for Best Ensemble. Steve wrote and directed
the online component for Shaw’s Endgame, creating an
interactive one-hour gaming experience with Secret Location,
and winning the Digital Emmy for Best Cross Platform Fiction.
As a playwright, Steve’s credits include the hit play Birthday
Balloon, and his adaptation of No Change in The Weather is
his second foray into musical theatre. Steve is also a founding
member of the award-winning sketch troupe The Dance Party
of Newfoundland.

Jesse Grandmont - Musical
Arrangements
Jesse started playing the violin
at the age of three and has been
fiddling around ever since. His
performances have taken him
across Canada, the US and China
as a soloist, theatre performer,
band member and musical
director. Jesse has been a recurring cast member at the
Victoria Playhouse Petrolia since 2012, and has worked for
other top Canadian theatre companies including Drayton
Entertainment, The Grand Theatre, Rainbow Stage, and
The Stratford Festival. In the summer of 2019, Jesse was the
Musical Director, arranger and performed on stage in the new
Canadian musical Strike!: The Musical. As a fiddler, Jesse has
played alongside notable artists including Ben Vereen, Jann
Arden, David Rogers, Barrage, Eric Ethridge, Jaydee Bixby,
and Stacey Kay with whom he appeared on season 10 of
America’s Got Talent.

Brad Hodder - Director
Brad was a founding member
of Bill’s Bad Dance, c2c theatre,
Perchance Theatre and an
associate of Rabbittown Theatre.
He spent 8 seasons at the
Stratford Festival, playing leading
roles in Othello, King Lear, Henry
VIII, An Ideal Husband, She
Stoops to Conquer, The Virgin Trial, Shakespeare in Love,
and was the Assistant Director of The Crucible. Brad’s other
directing credits include Associate Director of The Winter’s
Tale, Measure for Measure and Lear (Groundling) and Director
of The Stendhal Syndrome, Autobahn, The Leisure Society

(c2c); A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Henry IV Part I, and Caesar
(Perchance). For Tiny Room, a company he co-founded in
2016, he has directed Fleeto, Oh, The Humanity and The
4th Graders Present an Unnamed Love Suicide. Brad holds a
BFA (Acting) from the University of Alberta and has trained in
both the Birmingham Conservatory and the Michael Langham
Workshop for Classical Direction.

Kelly-Ann Evans Co-Musical Director
Kelly-Ann Evans is an awardwinning performer, producer,
director and music educator.
Based in St. John’s Newfoundland,
she is owner/operator of Rock
City Studio where she teaches
voice, piano, and facilitates
performance workshops. She is also the owner/director of Red
Dress Entertainment, which produces and tours Pop/Rock and
Soul reviews. With a BMUS from Memorial University, KellyAnn also studied Musical Theatre Performance at Sheridan
College and is a multiple MusicNL Award Winner(Pop/Rock
Artist of the Year & Female Artist of the Year) and ECMA
nominee. Select theatre credits include the original Canadian
company of Queen’s musical We Will Rock You (Mirvish),
Cabaret and The Trojan Women (Stratford Shakespeare
Festival), Into the Woods and Phantom of the Opera (Opera
on the Avalon), Next to Normal (Best Kind Productions), The
Little Mermaid and Grease (TSJ), Evita, Rock of Ages,
Chicago and Jesus Christ Superstar (TaDa! Events). She is a
regular featured Pop/Rock soloist with the Newfoundland
Symphony Orchestra and can be seen up in flames on
vocals and keys with Newfoundland’s premier circus
band SMOKESHOW. Kelly-Ann works as a resident artist and
Music Director with Terra Bruce Productions. Love to the TBP
family and of course, Mom.

Josh Ward - Co-Musical
Director/Band Leader
Josh Ward is a Performer. As
part of a musical family, he was
exposed from a young age and,
feeling that he was probably not
much good at anything else,
eventually decided to pursue

performance as a career. The early years found him playing
electric bass in several terrible rock bands, and occasionally
jamming traditional music with his family. He later went on to
study double bass at Memorial University of Newfoundland,
and joined as many ensembles as possible, including the
Newfoundland Symphony Orchestra. During this time he
implemented a policy of never ever turning down a gig, and
was fortunate to get tons of playing opportunities on stage
and in studios, churches, barns, etc. He eventually settled into
a life in a van with the band Hey Rosetta! and spent ten years
continuing to not ever turn down a gig. Be it jazz, funk, soul,
country, bluegrass, traditional, heavy metal, prog, electro,
world, or rock. Whatever. Nowadays you can still find him on
stage in studios, churches, barns, etc., still not ever turning
down a gig and still with a smile on his face.

Victoria Wells-Smith Choreographer
Victoria works as a producer,
director, choreographer, writer,
and rehearsal director across the
country. She has worked on the
rock for CBC, Rogers Television,
Rock Island Productions, RCA
Theatre, Theatre St. John’s,
The New World Theatre Project, Atlantic Light, Spirit of
Newfoundland and many more. Canadian credits include
Nomadic Pictures, The National Ballet of Canada, Alberta
Ballet, Ballet Jörgen, Bard on Bower and Roles for Womxn.

Gillian Gallow - Set Designer
Gillian has designed close to
ninety productions across Canada
from new plays to opera, in small
independent theatres to the largest
stages in the country. Most notably
she designed costumes for the
Canadian Opera Company’s world
premiere of Hadrian in 2018 and
for Louis Riel in 2017. She’s designed sets and costumes at The
Shaw Festival for five seasons and has done four productions
with The Stratford Festival. Her work has also been seen at
Soulpepper, Canadian Stage, The Royal Manitoba Theatre
Centre, The Citadel, Theatre Calgary and The National Arts
Centre, to name a few. Gillian is a graduate of York University,
and has been nominated for eight Dora Mavor Moore awards,
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winning four. Across Canada, Gillian’s designs have been
nominated for Evie Awards, Betty Awards, Sterling Awards and
the Capital Critics’ Awards, and she is the 2018 recipient of the
Virginia and Myrtle Cooper Award in Costume Design.

Sara Hodder Costume Designer
Sara Hodder has been working
with fabric and costumes for over
15 years. After graduating from
NSCADU, her focus has been
mainly on her small business SECH
Design, designing and creating
women’s and kids clothing. To
keep things interesting, she has also worked at the Arts and
Culture Centre costume bank for almost a decade, worked
with Perchance Theatre in their early days, taught at the Anna
Templeton Centre, and has worked on many local tv shows
and small films. She took a small detour to study carpentry
and spent several years building houses and can still be found
making a mess building projects at home. She also loves to
garden and run. Sara lives in St. John’s, NL with her husband
and two sons, and is thrilled to join the Terra Bruce team.

Leigh Ann Vardy Lighting Designer
Originally from Corner Brook, Nﬂd,
Leigh Ann has designed lights for
theatre and dance across Canada.
Recently she designed For A
Look or a Touch (Paciﬁc Opera
Victoria), Dear Rita (Confederation
Centre for the Arts), Everybody
Just C@lm The F#ck Down, The Colony of Unrequited Dreams,
Between Breaths (Artistic Fraud), The Neverending Story
(Stratford, NAC), The Silver Arrow (Citadel Theatre), The Third
Colour (Prairie Theatre Exchange), As You Like it, The Diary
of Anne Frank (Stratford) Secret Life of a Mother (Theatre
Centre, Crows Theatre), and The God That Comes (2b). She
is currently part of the creative team developing new a dance
show, Everywhere the Edges, choreographed by Rebecca
Lazier, performed in the net sculptures of Janet Echelman.
Her work has been seen throughout Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan, and the US. Leigh Ann is a teacher and coach
at the National Theatre School of Canada, and a member of
the Associated Designers of Canada.
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Pat Dempsey - Sound
Designer / Technical Director
Pat is a Technical Director/
Designer based out of St. John’s,
NL. Recent design credits include
Video Design for Alice and Other
Wonderlands (Kittiwake Dance
Co.), Remnants (White Rooster),
and Be More Chill (Best Kind
Productions), Light Design for The Strange Case of Madame
D (RCAT Theatre/Wreckhouse Productions), Poison (Dir.
Charlie Tomlinson), Drinking Again (NAX) and Sound Design
for Men of Misfortune (RCAT), Be More Chill, Fun Home, Next
to Normal, Urinetown: The Musical, and Avenue Q (Best Kind
Productions). Pat is the Technical Director for Terra Bruce
Productions, a position that he took after working for 14 years
as the Associate Technical Director at the LSPU Hall Theatre.
He also applies his technical skills by teaching technical
theatre at Memorial University of Newfoundland. He hopes
you enjoy the show!

Jaimie Tait - Stage Manager
Originally from Vancouver BC,
Jaimie moved to Newfoundland
and Labrador five years ago and
is now proud to call St. John’s
her home. Most recently Jaimie
stage managed Remnants for
White Rooster Theatre, and
Offensive To Some and Original
with Persistence Theatre. Last summer she stage managed …
float… for Choral Canada and Tosca for Opera on the Avalon.
She had the pleasure of working for the St. John’s International
Circus Festival. Favourite past credits include Betroffenheit
(Kidd Pivot), Chelsea Hotel: The Songs of Leonard Cohen
(The Firehall Arts Centre), All The Way Home (The Electric
Company), and Kismet one to one hundred (The Chop).
Jaimie is honoured to be back again this year with No Change
in the Weather, and thankful for the support of her partner
Mark, her son Finn, and their dog Walter. Jaimie is a graduate
of Studio 58.

Brendan Agnew Production Manager
Brendan Agnew (he/him) is
fascinated with people and is
intrigued by what drives them. He
brings this curiosity, artistry and
rigour to his work in production
management, technical direction
and stage management. Brendan
grew up in Vancouver, BC and has worked with companies
across Canada including Pacific Opera Victoria, Repercussion
Theatre, Carousel Theatre for Young People, and the
Belfry Theatre. In Newfoundland, Brendan has worked with
Perchance Theatre on their 2021 Season and PerSIStence
Theatre Company on The Mirror. Brendan is a graduate of the
Production Design and Technical Arts program at the National
Theatre School of Canada, and holds a BFA in Theatre from
the University of Victoria.

Courtney Brown Dramaturge
Courtney is a director, actor, and
dramaturge from Musgravetown,
NL. She is also a resident artist and
artistic associate with Terra Bruce
Productions. Courtney has worked
with the Women’s Work Festival,
Mindless Theatrics, the National
Arts Centre, Soulpepper, Artistic Fraud of Newfoundland,
New World Theatre Project, c2c theatre, Rabbittown Theatre
Company, Resource Centre for the Arts Theatre Company,
newfoundlandartistx, Rising Tide Theatre, Groundwater
Productions, Red Sky Performance, and Project Humanity. She
is also an artistic associate with Mindless Theatrics. Courtney
holds a BFA (Honours) in Theatre (Acting) from York University.

Vanessa Cardoso-Whelan Props
Vanessa Cardoso-Whelan is a
playwright, multidisciplinary artist,
street performer, and clown hailing
from Brazil, with a passion for
contemporary theatre and body
movement awareness, especially
related to Flamenco dancing.

Graduating in Theatre Arts in 2004, she has performed with
several artistic groups onstage and in street productions, as
an actress, Flamenco dancer, puppeteer, and fire flow dancer.
Backstage activities include production assistant and stage
manager assistant. She also has given theatre and dance
instruction to adults and kids. Vanessa has been actively
engaged in the local arts scene since moving to Canada in
2014, performing in theatre productions, dancing Flamenco,
clowning, doing her Living Statue, and participating in diverse
artistic workshops and festivals. Vanessa likes to give her art
back to the community, doing volunteer performances for new
Canadians/refugees, and non-profit organizations.

Alex Abbott Assistant Music Director/
Rehearsal Pianist
Alex Abbott is an Actor, Singer,
Dancer, Multi-Instrumentalist, and
Vocal Coach from St. John’s who
is honoured to be working with
the amazing cast and crew of No
Change in the Weather. He studied
Voice at Memorial University, Music Theatre Performance at
Sheridan College, and has worked professionally throughout
eastern Canada. Past performance credits include Madonna
in We Will Rock You (TaDa! Events), Bamatabois in Les
Miserables (Atlantic Light), Bert Healey in Annie (PMP),
Apostle in Jesus Christ Superstar (TaDa! Events), Lt. Meyers in
No Man’s Land (Rising Tide), and Ensemble/Lion Understudy
in The Wizard of Oz (LOT). He has also been featured as Music
Director on productions of Into The Woods, The Nobleman’s
Wedding, and The Naming of Port Rexton (Canadian
Premiere). Alex made his professional debut as a Composer/
Arranger in The Last Two Fries (Buddies in Bad Times). Other
career highlights include singing at Carnegie Hall with the
Quintessential Vocal Ensemble and performing with the
Newfoundland Symphony Orchestra for Hayden’s Seven Last
Words of Christ. Alex would like to thank the creative team of
No Change in the Weather for allowing him to take part in the
creation of this incredible musical, and the cast and crew for
their passion and dedication.
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Joshua Quinlan Associate Set Designer
Joshua has designed sets and
costumes for a multitude of
productions, including the 2021
Langham Directors Workshop at
the Stratford Festival. His many
other credits include set design
for Beauty and the Beast, Love
and Information (UWindsor), Giving Up the Ghost, Book
Club, The Drawer Boy (PSFT), and An Enemy of the People,
Don Giovanni (OSU). Costume design credits include Stupid
F*cking Bird, and Spring Awakening (OSU). His associate set
and props design credits include Swan Lake (National Ballet
of Canada), Bed and Breakfast (Globe, Blyth), and assistant
designer for 5 seasons at the Stratford Festival. Joshua studied
at Ohio State University (MFA Theatre -Design) and received
a BA (Honours Drama) from the University of Windsor and
Off the Wall Theatre Production Arts Program. Joshua’s welldeserved awards include the 2019 Tom Patterson Award, 2017
Ian and Molly Lindsay Design Fellow Award, and a nomination
for the 2020 Pauline McGibbon Award.

Sara Dorey - Scenic Painter
Sara is an independent scenic
artist who has been freelancing
in St. John’s and surrounding
areas for the last several years.
She studied Visual Arts at Sir
Wilfred Grenfell College and
has been dipping her toes into
various areas of theatre, television,
and film production, most frequently scenic painting. Sara’s
selected credits include Astrid & Lily Save The World (Blue Ice
Pictures), These Are My Mountains (Terra Bruce Productions),
The Mirror (PerSIStence Theatre), Son of a Critch (Take The
Shot Productions), The Adventures of Gary & Lou (Blue Pinion
Films), La Cage aux Folles (TaDa! Events), The Phantom of
the Opera (Opera on the Avalon), Guys & Dolls, and 9 to 5
(Atlantic Light Theatre).
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Jeff Baggs - Assistant Set
Designer/Construction
Jeff Baggs is a St. John’s based
woodworker/designer/builder
whose attention is constantly
divided between the practical and
the aesthetic. He is a Dalhousie
Theatre graduate and comes from
a long line of resourceful and
absent-minded makers of things. Jeff has largely misspent
the last 20 years building and lighting a variety of real and
imagined environments from custom kitchens to trade show
exhibits to feature films. Check out his work as a gaffer in
2020’s A Fire in the Cold Season, which earned a Canadian
Screen Awards nomination for Best Cinematography. Jeff and
his partner Andrea raise a blended family of three kids, four
birds, a bearded dragon and a sheepadoodle. They’re thinking
about a minivan.

Frank Donato - Assistant
Lighting Designer
Frank Donato is an emerging
Lighting and Video Designer born
and raised in Ottawa, Ontario.
Selected design credits include
Notes of Hope (ICOT, Toronto),
Bent (Tototoo Theatre, Ottawa),
The Revolutions (SpiderWebShow,
Kingston), and Plucked (Summerworks, Toronto). When not
designing, Frank is fortunate to assist mentors and designers
across Ontario and beyond. Past assisting credits include
Little Shop of Horrors, The Neverending Story, The Crucible,
Comedy of Errors, Brontë: The World Without, Paradise Lost
(Stratford Festival), Out The Window (The Theatre Center,
Luminato), Le Wild West Show Du Gabriel Dumont (NAC,
Persephone Theatre, Theatre Circle Moliere), Riel (COC,
NAC), Constellations (Centaur Theatre), and Prom Queen:
The Musical (Segal Center). Frank is a proud graduate of
the Production program at the National Theatre School of
Canada.

Jordan Vincer - Assistant
Stage Manager
Jordan Vincer is a recent graduate
of Ryerson University’s School of
Performance where he graduated
with a BFA in Performance
Production and has been working
in the field for the past 6 years.
Jordan has been working with Terra
Bruce Productions since its inception in 2019. Jordan was the
Assistant Stage Manager of No Change in the Weather (2018)
and the Assistant Stage Manager and 3rd Assistant Director of

These Are My Mountains (2021). Jordan has stage managed
shows such as The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling
Bee, Honky Tonk Laundry, To The Girls (Stephenville Theatre
Festival), Once: The Musical (Theatre St. John’s), and Dido
and Belinda (Opera QTO). Jordan has also assistant stage
managed shows such as Tosca (OOTA). Jordan is
Co-Founder and Co-Artistic Director of Riveting Productions,
a company started in 2016 with Co-Founder Stef Curran which
brings education and opportunity to students and young
adults looking to learn all aspects of the theatre arts. Jordan
is thrilled to have the opportunity to be back with Terra Bruce
Productions and hopes you enjoy the show!
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THE SAD STORY OF
CHURCHILL FALLS
Churchill Falls at 5,428 MW is one of the Premiere Hydro
Developments in the world.
The development has a drop of 1,000 feet in the space of 40
miles, in a high rain and snowfall area. This permits about 1.2
trillion cubic feet of water in storage, powering one of the top
ten hydro developments in the world.
The original contract to develop Churchill Falls was signed in
1966, by Joey Smallwood.
Smallwood did not realize that the contact that he signed
was only a letter of intent, and not the final contract. When
he heard that Hydro Quebec had also signed, he exclaimed
‘Hallelujah’, and thought everything was resolved in NL’s
favour.

With only a letter of intent for legal documentation, and no
proper financing in place, the project ran out of money in just
over a year. It was virtually in bankruptcy very quickly, with poor
financial planning.
Bill Mulholland, later the CEO of the Bank of Montreal, was
the investment banker on the project. He knew the risk that
the lack of financing entailed, and even warned the company,
but did nothing to stop the company proceeding with
construction, and accumulating massive amounts of long-term
debt.
Mullholand could and should have done something but chose
not to. Instead, HQ was able to rescue the project and impose
ruinous conditions on CFLCo.

Smallwood’s belief that he had signed the final contract was
one major reason that Churchill Falls almost went bankrupt. In
reality he had only signed a letter of intent.
Development started virtually immediately, before any proper
costing, and long before any long-term financing had been
secured, because the feeling was that this letter of intent was
the real contract.
Construction continued through 1967, financed only with bank
debt from the Bank of Montreal, with no long-term financing
in place, and no long-term commitments from customers for
the power – all with no final contract in place, but only a letter
of intent.
The project was controlled by a company called CFLCo, of
which Hydro Quebec was a minority shareholder, with the rest
held by Brinco, a private company.
CFLCo used bank lines to fund construction.
As HQ was an insider to the contract and knew what was
going to happen when CFLCo kept borrowing short-term
debt, with little equity, and slowly moving into an illiquid
position of no return.
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The Project was finally completed 5 months early, and under
budget, and was a remarkable success, but still went into near
bankruptcy. How could this happen?
One wonders where the investment bankers were, to guide
NL through the process, because the risks for the financial
difficulties which came at Churchill Falls were predictable and
well known, even to a person with limited financial experience.
This should never have happened.

WHO WAS TO BLAME?
Churchill Falls today ranks as arguably one of the best hydroelectric projects in the world, yet NL ended up losing it.
The problem was not just Joey Smallwood, who is falsely
blamed for the Churchill Falls fiasco. Ultimately the important
decisions were made by Brinco, a company over which he had
no control and little influence.
In the early 1960s, Smallwood assigned the rights to develop
the Churchill River to Brinco, a company financed by the
famous Rothschild family, who started a subsidiary called
Churchill Falls Corporation Company (CFLCo).

THE CORRIDOR
The critical obstacle for NL’s attempts to develop Churchill
Falls was power transmission. Churchill Falls was and is
isolated in the centre of Labrador, and the only realistic way to
get power to market in Ontario and the U.S. northeast is via
Quebec.
The Quebec Government refused to even consider allowing
Brinco and NL to build its own transmission line across
Quebec.
Quebec insisted that any Churchill Falls power would have to
be sold to Hydro Quebec at the Labrador border.

NL had a right to demand a power corridor through Quebec.
NL was able to demand this right from Quebec, and Joey
Smallwood went to Ottawa seeking support from Lester
Pearson.
We have discovered a copy of this letter, in the archives at
St. John’s. The letter was written by Joey Smallwood, asking
the federal government to invoke the BNA Act and grant NL
access to Quebec territory, but the letter was never signed and
never sent.
The reason was that Lester Pearson, the Prime Minister of
Canada, begged Joey Smallwood not to send that letter.
Pearson pointed out that with rising Quebec Nationalism,
giving NL a power corridor would be the very incentive the
separatists needed to have Quebec leave Canada.
Joey took one for the team and chose not to endanger
confederation. NL never pressed for a power corridor, and as
a result had to cast its lot in with Brinco, CFLCo and HQ and
voted for Canada.
And that is a major reason that the Churchill Falls contract
against NL was so one-sided.
Hydro Quebec knew that NL did not have another way to get
the power out of Labrador.
And that they had full power to set the terms of the contract.

Demanding a transmission corridor was the only way that
NL could negotiate a decent price for the immense power
possible at Churchill Falls. It was well known in the early 1960s
that the reservoir could generate some 34 billion KWH a year,
which for example is greater than all of Manitoba Hydro’s
capacity.

NL should have demanded the corridor, and been able to
build the transmission line across Quebec.

But with Quebec blocking NL from building power lines across
their province, Hydro Quebec held all the cards.

They had full capability of building and running the whole
venture without Hydro Quebec and could have financed it as
well.

Brinco and CFLCo had the backing of the powerful Rothschild
Family, who were partners. And mining powerhouse RioTinto
was also part of the Group.

It shouldn’t have - under the British North American Act, which
was the Canadian constitution, of the day, the new province of
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TOO FAST
The second thing that CFLCo, the operator of Churchill Falls
did wrong was they went ‘damn the torpedoes’ ahead with
construction.
They borrowed short-term to finance a torrid construction
schedule, starting in October 1966.
They borrowed short-term, mainly from the Bank of Montreal,
who accommodated them to the point where the amount of
funds involved grew too large and had to stop.
It was in board meetings in early 1968 that the attitude of
Hydro Quebec changed. They saw the opportunity to take
over Churchill Falls, and they gradually forced NL out of the
picture.
By not getting that corridor for transmission, Smallwood put
NL in a lose-lose situation - but Joey did it for Canada, his little
bit to stop the rise of Quebec nationalism.
That, and the failure of the investment banks to properly
advise CFLCo to get power contacts in place, and the reliance
on bank debt to finance a major hydro project caused the
short-term liquidity crisis, and near bankruptcy of CFLCo.

With Hydro Quebec seeing no obstacles, they lowered the
boom on NL. The price for the power was set at $2.90 per
MWH for the first years, then falling to $2.50 per MWH for the
next 25 years, and then on Sept 1, 2016, the price fell to just
$2.00 per MWH.
Hydro Quebec meanwhile sold the power for $60 to $90 a
MWH and made massive profits from the sales.
Hydro Quebec valued the Churchill Falls contract in a filing
in 1989, at $250 billion or close to $400 billion in 2021 dollars,
and incredible loss for NL.
The big question is where were the investment banks were
advising Brinco?
Allowing CFLCo and Brinco to continue aggressive shortterm borrowings without a power contract , with no long-term
financing in place, and a damn the torpedoes approach in
place, without stopping them.
Also, proceeding on only a letter of intent, and borrowing
short-term for almost 18 months makes no sense.
And why did the Bank of Montreal not stop them from
borrowing so aggressively in short-term debt?
Ironically, Bill Mulholland, after Brinco collapsed,
was chosen as CEO of the Bank of Montreal,
and lasted until the 1990s. He changed
Canadian banking from the benevolent state
that it was in, to the rough rock and roll style of
the U.S.
The bank recovered under Mulholland, although
he was effectively terminated in the 1990s. This
led to his replacement by the charismatic CEO
Matt Barrett, who laid the base for where BMO
is today.
The Rothschild family who was dissatisfied with
the way permanent financing was going, and
worried about their investments asked Wood
Gundy to advise and give their opinion.
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It was there that the
truth came out. Wood
Gundy at the time was
not only the leading
investment bank in
Canada, but also played
a strong role in Europe
and the U.S.
With Ian Steers in
London, along with Bill
Wilder and and Ross
LeMessier in Toronto, these were among the global leaders in
investment banking at the time. They discovered the problems
with CFLCo immediately - no power contracts in place, no
long-term financing plan yet put together.
Had they overseen this account, they would have stopped
construction right away.
And had Joey Smallwood not been so pro-Canada, and
ignored the threat of Quebec nationalism, with proper
financial consultation, NL could have completed the
whole Churchill Falls project itself, including building the
transmission line.
After all, CFLCo built Churchill Falls under budget for under
$1 billion, and finished 5 months early. A transmission line
would have been relatively simple.
As far as Churchill Falls is concerned today, you would be lucky
to finish it below $10 million per MWH of capacity, and for
5.428 Megawatts, it ranks among the top 10 hydro projects in
the world. That represents a replacement price of $54 billion,
versus a cost of under $1 billion to construct.
The full benefits of this accrued to Hydro Quebec for over 70
years for two reasons:
1. Joey chose Canada over NL. This stopped Quebec
nationalism from benefitting from this issue. On October
30, 1995, Quebec came within 54,228 votes of negotiating
separation from Canada. Did Joey’s sacrifice make a

difference here? Some people think so. Did he influence
27,115 people? If so, Joey saved Canada as it exists today.
2. The investment bankers did not stop CFLCo from borrowing
short-term and failed to put permanent sufficient financing
in place. Brinco and CFLCo never had a contract in place,
they only had a letter of intent, which has little legal clout.
Joey Smallwood relied on outside experts and got bad
advice. Don’t blame Joey Smallwood for Churchill Falls – he
really had very little to do with it.

THE COVENANTS OF HYDRO
QUEBEC
The covenant terms of the Churchill Falls contract were
negotiated between Quebec and Brinco on terms that
characterized a company in bankruptcy seeking relief from a
wealthier competitor.
1. Power rates were initially set at only $2.50 to $2.90 per
MWH. Quebec sold this power for $60 per MWH, showing
the incredible returns HQ made.
2. A 25-year extension was forced on CFLCo, effective on
September 1, 2016. The lowest prices in the whole contract
will thus extend for another 20 years to September 1, 2041,
when the contract ends.
3. Control of over 50% ownership would accrue to Quebec if
at least two turbines were not in operation within five
years. (In fact, first power was produced on December 9 and
December 16, 1971, and this covenant was overcome). It was
a testimony to the incredible cooperation between Bechtel
Corp for construction, Acres for engineering and the Group
at CFLCo, and the good coordination between the three
groups.
Unlike Muskrat Falls, this Group excelled. Under budget and
5 months early for the Project, while the Olympic Stadium
in Montreal went through multiple cost overruns in the early
1970s.
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6. A final covenant that rubbed salt in the wound of NL was
that preference in construction and services would go to
Quebec companies.
Joey Smallwood was so humiliated by the whole thing that
he did not show up for the opening ceremonies. But he was
not solely responsible for the Churchill Falls disaster. His
generosity in chosing Canada over NL at the pleading of
Lester Pearson, along with some bad advice from investment
bankers, did the damage.

OWNERSHIP OF CHURCHILL
FALLS
Quebec nationalized Shawinigan Water and Power in 1962,
for $2.225 million, and the latter owned 20% of CFLCo, the
operating company of the project. That is how Hydro Quebec
got its share of CFLCo.
It bought a further 5% of CFLCo for $15 million and took
warrants for financing the last $100 million of Churchill Falls.

1. In case of default, Hydro Quebec could squeeze out NL and
get 100% ownership.

The warrants added 9.2% of ownership, giving Quebec
34.2 % ownership in all CFLCo. Hydro Quebec’s investment
amounted to just $17.2 million.

2. Hydro Quebec could get control of CFLCo if $515 million
in long-term debt was not in place by December 15, 1968.
This was tight, and this was accomplished in September of
1968.

Brinco owned 60% of CFLCo, the operating Company, Rio
Algoma, (controlled by Rio Tinto Zinc of the UK) owned 10%,
NL itself owned 10%, and Hydro Quebec owned 20%.

3. In case of dispute, Quebec law would prevail, not the laws
that governed NL.

NL eventually bought everyone out from the holding company,
so it now owns 65.8% while Hydro Quebec continues to own
34.2% of CFLCo.

4. CFLCo had no right to sell additional shares to anyone else
but Hydro Quebec, should any more shares be sold. This cut
off an avenue of attack that is used in circumstances such as
this, of finding a white knight to help.
5. Hydro Quebec gave a $100 million cost overrun guarantee
and absorbed much of the interest and currency risk.
This was the main concession by HQ. This was part of the
justification that Hydro Quebec also used in its court cases
to justify the one-sided contract.
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Right now, Hydro Quebec exports around 26 billion KWH
to Ontario and the US, almost the whole of Churchill Falls
capacity, and the source of its great profits. If it did not control
this tremendous asset, HQ’s exports would be almost zero.
CFLCo makes almost no profit, because HQ pays so very
little for the power to CFLCo, even while Hydro Quebec sells
the power at almost 20 times higher prices to the U.S. and
Ontario.

THE FIGHT FOR
NEWFOUNDLAND AND
LABRADOR
Many Canadians know of Newfoundland and Labrador’s
beauty and vibrant culture, but few are aware that the
province is facing a catastrophic debt crisis. Without federal
intervention, this treasured Canadian province will face
bankruptcy and collapse. The time has come to rectify
historical injustices against Newfoundland and Labrador by
demanding concrete, sustainable solutions from Ottawa.
Inaction will have major consequences for the people of NL,
and the rest of Canada.

WHERE ARE WE NOW?
With debts of $27 billion (including the debt of its public
utility) Newfoundland and Labrador could face insolvency
within a decade. The province’s declining GDP, high
unemployment rate (over 10%) and ageing population spell
disaster. Between 5,000 and 7,000 citizens leave the province
each year. Including the debt attached to the hydroelectric
generating facility Muskrat Falls, the debt-to-GDP ratio
exceeds 125% (triple that of most other provinces) while
interest costs exceed 25% of what the province collects in
taxes and fees. Health costs have been cut and held near $3
billion annually, with a skyrocketing elective surgery wait list as
the government minimizes its health expenditures.

INADEQUATE GESTURES
FROM OTTAWA
On July 28, 2021, the federal government announced an
aid package to Newfoundland and Labrador, that gives NL
$3.2 billion in royalties from Ottawa’s 8.5% investment in the
Hibernia oilfield, plus two loans that totalled $2.0 billion. The
announcement and media reports suggested that NL received
a $5.2 billion handout. This is not the reality. Of the $5.2 billion
announced, $2 billion was further loans and $3.2 billion was
tied to potential royalties from the federal government’s
income from the Hibernia offshore oil platform. This royalty
is very problematic, given the unpredictability of oil prices,
and the uncertain future of the declining field. The federal
government’s gesture amounts to little more than a creative

restructuring of debt. Unfortunately, payments of a little
over $100 million a year over thirty years will do little to stem
the tide of debt. Under the present Muskrat Falls project’s
financing, electricity prices in NL will double as initially
proposed, because Ottawa’s financial support is too weak.
The province will have to raise electricity prices to $0.23 KWH
from $0.13 and will still have to borrow to pay the interest.

IT’S TIME FOR REAL
SOLUTIONS
To prevent complete bankruptcy for Newfoundland and
Labrador, Ottawa must step up with the following solutions:
1. NL needs to be bought out of its $5 billion or so equity
position in Muskrat Falls, with a direct cash contribution.
This would give NL some real control of its balance sheet.
Ottawa bought Transmountain Pipeline for several billion why can’t it give similar aid to NL and Muskrat Falls?
2. Ottawa needs to absorb the $8 billion in Muskrat Falls debt
that Ottawa guaranteed. If Ottawa does not agree, NL could
use the nuclear option, and voluntarily default on the debt.
The federal government then has 5 days to rectify the
situation and would have to take over principle and interest
payments on the debt.
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3. Ottawa needs to hold the investment in Muskrat Falls in
conservatorship for NL until 2041, when the province regains
control over the lucrative Churchill Falls contract. Churchill
Falls will have income in the $1.4 billion to $1.6 billion
range then, and this can be used to buy back Muskrat Falls
at depreciated cost.

EQUALIZATION
Economists have been calling for Ottawa to restructure its
provincial equalization payments for some time. The current
system does not reflect the current needs of the provinces,
especially Newfoundland and Labrador. Despite its crushing
debt, NL is considered a “have province” and derives no
benefit from equalization payments. This is due to the fact
that payments are calculated based on “taxes collected”,
a method designed to keep Quebec in Confederation, but
penalizes NL. In fairness, the province should receive a catchup payment of $1.2BN - $1.4BN - the amount NL is missing
from equalization. Quebec receives $13 billion a year, while
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and PEI all receive billions.
Despite being far worse off, Newfoundland and Labrador
receives nothing.

CHURCHILL FALLS –
RECTIFYING AN INJUSTICE
In the 1960s, the Churchill Falls generating station was forced
to make profit negotiations in a time of financial duress
and, as a result, signed away the lion’s share of its profits to
Hydro Quebec. Several attempts have since been made to
renegotiate the contract, but all have failed. Hydro Quebec
exports around 26 billion KWH to Ontario and the US, almost
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the whole of Churchill falls capacity, and the source of its great
profits. In 2041 NL could be in a position to profit in the range
of $1.2 billion a year from Churchill Falls. It is time for Ottawa
to intervene and put Newfoundland and Labrador in a position
to profit from this tremendous asset. The sale of Churchill Falls
to Hydro Quebec is not the answer. Churchill Falls was robbed
from NL once, and cannot be allowed to be bargained away
by a federal government more concerned about an ‘Atlantic
Loop’ than saving this province.

LEFT IN THE DARK
Currently, Hydro Quebec controls the watershed and shuts
down flow so it can produce electricity at peak months in
summer and winter, and at peak hours. This means that for
six months of the year, Muskrat Falls (with little water storage
behind its dam) will barely have enough water for 20%
generation capacity unless backup is obtained. This would
mean significant blackout periods for St. Johns residents. In
order to prevent this, Ottawa must step in to provide a loan of
$500 million to rebuild the Holyrood station so it can provide
this backup in times of need.

THE TIME HAS COME
Ottawa must stand up and provide real solutions for
Newfoundland and Labrador. It is time to right historical
injustices against this province and preserve one of our
country’s most incredible regions and cultures. If the federal
government is to take notice, we all must stand up and
demand action. It is time to demand justice and equality
for our fellow Canadians in their time of need. The future of
Newfoundland and Labrador is in our hands.
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